
take the pressure
away from assessing
reading progress

from literacy to life 

Fluency Tutor helps build student confidence in reading and 
gives them added practice time throughout the day.

Emma
Teacher at Kennedy Elementary

I love using Fluency Tutor!  It’s easy to use and my students love 
it because they can see how their reading is improving.

Jacqueline Hawkins
Reading Intervention Teacher at Queen Anne’s County High School

Hear what other educators are saying about Fluency Tutor

Try it for FREE on the Chrome Web Store: goo.gl/ojMLx8 @Texthelp



Great for time-stretched teachers, Fluency Tutor is an 
easy-to-use reading and assessment tool that makes 
reading aloud more fun and satisfying for students.

At a glance...

Emerging readers building their foundation

Avid readers seeking a wider variety of content

ELL students expanding their vocabulary & understanding

Reluctant readers who are self-conscious about reading aloud

Students with dyslexia who need extra support 

Who it helps

Fluency Tutor frees up busy teachers to focus on other 
classroom tasks, while giving every young person’s reading a 
boost. What’s more, it gives educators a clear picture of 
every child’s reading attainment and progress over time.

It’s a big help for students at every stage of reading development, including:

Library of over 500 leveled reading passages, based on content, 
lexile level or reading age

Create reading passages from existing curriculum materials or 
online sources

Share passages with individual students, or with the entire class 
using Google Drive or Google Classroom 'share' function

Students can record their own assigned reading passages whenever 
and wherever it suits them and share back with their teacher

Provides extra help for students with text-to-speech, dictionary, 
picture dictionary and translate tools

Quick Score tool for teachers to assess accuracy or more
in-depth assessment of reading progress

Friendly dashboard interface for teachers & students
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